Mobile Biometric Authentication
for Secure Access
Strengthen trust and security within the Enterprise using mobile
biometric authentication.
Whether it’s for internal networks or client
security, mobile biometrics can provide
organizations with exact identity assurance of
who is accessing secure applications or
approvinghigh-risk transactions. BioConnect’s
mobile solution is designed to create the highest
level of network protection.

With the BioConnect Mobile Authenticaton App,
your enterprise will have a full audit log of all
transactions and access attempts of users
provided, creating a layered defense against
unauthorized or suspicious access.

Security for Applications
Biometric access control can be implemented at any
level of the enterprise. With BioConnect’s solution
for mobile applications, you can easily secure your
enterprise network across the entire organization.
With connections to and from your network are secure,
monitored and logged. Users will be unable to share
their passwords, leaving the enterprise vulnerable to
attacks. Each biometric identity is associated with a
device so users must be present and engaged in all
access attempts and can no longer pass along authorization to secure data.

How it Works
The BioConnect approach to deploying mobile biometric
authentication in the enterprise is comprised of two
technological components:
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For users: BioConnect’s Mobile Authentication App
Available across all IOS and Android smartphones
ensuring secure identity authentication with
added convenience.
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For administration: Admin Console
An easy to use reporting dashboard that collects
real- time data about employee access events.

Together these components form a comprehensive security
strategy that can easily be adopted into your enterprise’s
current security infrastructure.

Mobile Authenticator
Allows for step-up biometric authentication that is easy and
convenient for the user. Whether it’s downloading sensitive
files or completing high-risk business transactions, trusted
connections requires knowing who is on the other side.
The mobile app allows for single or multifactor
authentication while offering immediate detection of
malicious activity, geographic and time anomalies, and
provides actionable incident management.

Admin Console
The Admin Console leverages both information and data from
authentications to make managing acces points simpler. The
Console provides valuable insights while giving administrators
total control over user and device cycles. Making a single or
multiple modality method for authentication based on access
risk levels has never been easier.
The Admin Console also provides an extensive audit log, so
unsual activity can be noticed and reported. All transactions
and access event are recorded used to inform future decisions
for improving security protocols.

BMO and BioConnect
Integrated with IBM’s security authentication solutions,
BioConnect’s Mobile Authentication App enables BMO to
offer its commercial and corporate clients our leading mobile
biometric authentication platform.
The secure application solution uses biometrics to
authenticate transactions, providing stronger identity
assurance during the authentication process and strengthens
the familiar username and password method.

Trusted By Leading Organizations

See a Solution That Fits Your Application Needs?
Bioconnect Can Help. Learn More at:

www.bioconnect.com

